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about the threat baiting poses to native
animals in general. After all, goes therr
reasoning, how is it possible to use 1080
baits for fox control without poisoning
everything in si€ht?

Oneanswer lies in thedifferent levels
of poison in the 40 or more species of
Gaslrolobium in WA which contain
fluoroacetate. The poison levels vary from
very high to relatively low, and are highest
when plants are most nutrit ious; that is,
when they are actively growing and
flowering. They are found on loamy,
alluvial, granitic or lateritic soils, but
not on deep sandy or limestone soils
such as are commonly found on the
coastal plain. They are very abundant in
thejarrah and wandoo forest watersheds
which supply Perth. One species also
occurs in the Northern Territory and
Queensland, buI no poisonous species
occur in south-eastern Australia.

While most of the l080-producing
plants are located in the South West, we
still find that many animalspecies living
elsewhere are tolerant of 1080. This may
be because these plants had a much
wider distribution in the past, orbecause
ofgene flow due to migration ofanimals.
Whatever the reason, the point is that
some of the fauna still retains a 1080
tolerance in its genes even though it no
longer needs it. Thus. 1080 tolerance is
not restricted to animals living in the
South West.

TOLERANCE IS THE KEY
During the past 15 years, research

on the tolerance of native fauna in WA
has been conducted by the Agriculture
Protection Board (APB) in collaboration
with Dr Bob Mead, Dr Laurie Twigg (now
with the APB) and Dr Mike Calver at
Murdoch University. These studies, which
have resulted in the production of more
than 40 scientific papers, have provided
the information necessary for CALM and
the APB to control predators of wildlife
and domestic stock without risk to the
native fauna.

I The emu (Dromaius noaaehollondiae)
I eats seeds and fruits; it is exceptionally
I tolerant of 1080.
Photo- Babs& BertWells ^>

I The northern quoll (PssyaTus
lhallucatus)- once thought to have
I been at risk from dingo baiting.
Photo - Jiri Lochman >

A great deal of research has been
directed towards measuring the 1080
tolerance of native and pest species. The
APB has perfected methods for testing
species that do not harm the test animals.
Using small blood samples it is now
possible to determine a species' tolerance
by measuring citrate, a natural substance
in the blood which increases after 1080
is eaten. The greater the citrate content,
the lesser the animal's tolerance of 1080.

These studies have found that some
of our species are remarkably tolerant.
Brush-tailed possums, the woylie and
the banded hare-wallaby (the latterfrom
islands in Shark Bay where there are no
1080 plants) are exceptionally so. Woylies
presumably eat seeds containing 1080;
because, like squirrels, they bury the
seeds of 1080 plant species. Birds are
generally more tolerant than mammals;

the emu's tolerance is outstanding. The
common bronzewing (which misled the
early colonists) is highly tolerant. Many
parrots are quite resistant to 1080 and,
rather surprisingly, so are the common
black duck and the wood duck.

Tolennce to 1080 is highest in animals
that eat 1080 plants and their seeds. But
even the carnivorous species at the top
ofthe food chain have acquired resistance.
The wedgetailed eagle is quite tolerant,
as is the little crow. Any animal that
preys or scavenges on a herbivorous
species that eats 1080 plants cannot afford
to be susceptible to 1080; otherwise, it
may be poisoned by 1080 residues in the
bodies of its victims. This is an example
ofwhat ii known as secondary poisoning,
an ecological demonstration of how 1080
affects the higher levels of the food chain.

Reptiles are naturally resistant to
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1080 because they expend relatively little
enerlly. The most tolerant species known
is the common bobtail lizard from the
South West; these lizards are viYtually
1080-proof.

Imported species are generally very
susceptible to 1080, members of the dog
family especially so. Nobody understands
why dogs and foxes are so susceptible,
but it makes the task of designing baits
for foxes a lot easier.

SELECTIVE BAITING
Apart from determining tolerance to

1080, the APB has carried out manY
trials with native species to test the
palatability and attractiveness of different
bait materials. Captive aninnls are offered
non-toxic bait materials, and the amounts
eaten (if any) are carefully recorded. To
be doubly certain, test anirnals are depdved
of food for a period of time to simulate
natural food shortages, and then the
tests are repeated on hungry animals.

Armed with this knowledEe and the
tolennce ofa particula,r species, it becomes
possible to assess the risk of baiting to
wildlife and to design baits accordingly.
If there is any doubt about the safety of
baiting, field trials are carried out.

Such a trial - involving the northern
quoll, which was thought to be at risk -

was caded out by the APB. The trial to
determine their actual risk was conducted
on the Fortescue River. Radio tnnsmitten
were attached to 10 quolls and their
movements were followed for two week.
A normal aerial baiting for dingoes was
then done over the area they occupied.
The movements of the quolls were tracked
for a further two week. All quolls survived,
a clear indication that they are not at risk
ftom these baiting programs.

Selecting a material for use as a bait
has been extensively researched. The
fust requirement is that foxes are attracted
to the bait and that they readily eat it.
The next is that the bait is safe for wildlife.

These studies have revealed that meat
baits meet these requirements.

Dried meat baits are very safe for
wildlife. After drying, the meat becomes
tough and strinliy - too tough for the
smaller native camivoYes to chew. Also,
the baits can be made fairly larEe. Thus,
even if a small camivorous animal were
capable of eating a large meat bait, to be
at dsk it would have to eat more than its
own body weight at one sitting.

Finally, meat is safe because many of
our rare and endangered mammals eat
only plants or insects.

TESTING THE BAITS
Actual field trials have proven that

meat baits are very effective' A study
carried out by CALM scientist Dr David
Algar revealed that six meat baits per
square kilometre reduced the fox
population by 90 per cent. Within six
standard baits, the total amount of 1080
is infinitesimal. When a large nature
reserve or national park is aerially baited
for foxes, CALM will be distributing an
amount of 1080 weighing less than one
tenth of an aspirin tnblet per square
kilometre.

During this study DY AlEar, with the
help of the APB, unintentionally produced
some convincing ecological evidence
about the potency and mobility of 1080
in the food chain. He had radio-collared
foxes living on Watheroo National Park
and was engaged in tracking them. Then
things started to go wrong; the activity of
some foxes ceased and some signals went
off air. An investigation revealed that
many foxes had died, and the causes
were tyaced to the activities of an APB
officer carryinE out his duties on an
adjoining farming property.

What had happened was this: the
owner had requested the APB to poison
rabbits, and this was done using 1080-
treated oats. The Yabbits ate the oats and

I The brushtail possurn (Trichosuns
laulpecula). This leaf-eater is
I exceptionally tolerant of 1080.
Photo - Jiri Lochman <

I The habitat of the western brush
lwallaby (Macropus rimal is home to
I many 1080-Droducing plants.
Photo - Babs & BertWells ̂>

I l0E0 warning sign - a more common
I siqht as CALM work to conserve
I endangered wildlife by selective baiting.
Photo -Stephen Kelly ̂ > I
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died: the foxes ate the poisoned rabbits
and they died too - much to the chagrin
of the fox researchers.

Despite this outcome, some valuable
knowledge was gained. This unplanned
experiment provided the first real evidence
ofsecondary poisoning, a process which
had been the subject of much speculation.
During the 1950s and 1960s, some nature
reserves supported thriving populations
of native marsupials, but they crashed
when the 1080 rabbit-poisoning programs
were curtailed. Dr Per Christensen was
the first to note this association lry showing
that there was a link between the amount
of 1080 used by the APB and the abundance
of native mammals - in other words, the
more 1080 is used over a wide enough
area, the better for fauna conservation,

All this confirms thatvery l itt le 1080
is required to kill foxes and, futhermore,
there is absolutely no danger that 1080
will accumulate in the environment.
Research done for CALM by Dr DeeWong
at Curtin University has shown that 1080
is rapidly degraded by soil bacteria and
fungi. These microbes are widespread,
and there is thus no possibility that 1080
will persist where CALM needs to bait.
lndeed, if 1080 were not degraded in soil
and water, Perth's water supply could
well be poisonous because of the large
amounts of 1080 naturally made by the
vegetation in the catchment areas.

Laboratory studies suggest that under
some conditions doses of 1080 which do
not kill animals may have a temporary
effect on their reproductive performance.
Scientific opinion is that this is most
unlikely. There is no indication that lr
happens under natural conditions, but
further studies are about to be done in
response to concerns.

TOWARDAGREATER
UNDERSTANDING

A little-perceived benefit of fox-control
with 1080 relates to wildlife research. In
order to understand the factors which
aff€ct our threatened fauna, we must
first control the fox; otherwise we learn
very little. For example, we need to
understand how bush fires affect our
fauna; we need to understand what their
habitat needsare, and so on. This cannot
be done while the fox continues to hav€
an impact. In other words, the activitres
of the fox distort and confound our
unders tand ing  o f  the  eco log ica l
requirements of our fauna.

Armed with a natural remedy for
predator control, CALM has been able to
re-introduce endangered species to areas
where they formerly existed. This counters
the trend caused in part by foxes. It is
good conservation, for spreading the
species spreads the risks. The more
populations ofthreatened species we can
maintain, the less threatened they should
become; it is a form of anti-extinction
lnSurance.

But how long must we bait with 1080?
CALM views fox control by baiting as a
holding action that is essential for fauna
conservation. It is part of a long-term
conservation strategy to ensure the
survival of many species until a method
ofbiological control is developed. Research
on this fascinating subject is under way.

Dennis King.is from the Forrestfield
laboratory, Agriculture Protection
Board.
Jack Kinnear is from the CALM Wldlife
Research Centre, Woodval€.

PREDATORS: NATURE,S REMEDY

Nature devises innumerable ways
to combat pfedators. One of the
most common defensive strategies
is to make toxic or offensive
substances which kill or deter
predators. When a WA group of
pea-flower plants were heavily
depredated by seed-eating and
browsing animals, they responded
by making a colourless, tasteless (at
least to humans) substance known
as 1080 which killed their predators
or made them sick. The conseouences
of this particular example were
extraordinaryand widespread. Food
webs were disrupted, links in the
chain were severed and old
relationships were broken. With time,
tolerance evolved in native fauna.
Out of this initial chaos, there emerged
a 1 o8o-tolerant wildlife community
inhabiting much of the western
regions of Australia.
This was the situation when the
continent was invaded by Europeans
and their 1 080-intolerant fauna. The
balanced ecological structure was
upset. When some members of the
European fauna, such as rabbits, ran
wild, we responded, unknowingly
atfirst, in a similar mannerto nature
by using a commercially available
form of 1080. As research into the
use of 1080 evolved, Agriculture
Protection Board scientists made the
major discovery that our wildlife
communities were l o8o-tolerant. ln
a nutshell, this explains why we can
use 1080 so effectivel, and so
selectivel, to control introduced
species with minimal risk to the species
we seek to orotect.
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Mulga and lire - at best an uneasg
relationship - sometimes s|mbiotic,
sometimes disastrous. Find out uhen
and where on poge 20.

The Kimberleg's rugged grandeur is
deceptiuelg fragile. Addi tional resentes
managed by CALM help protect the
region's delicote. complex and diuerse
ecosgstens. See page 35.
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Cloud-capped Blulf Knoll, majestically
brooding sentinel of the Stirling
Range. Does it hold a secret in its
stonv heart - perhaps the answer to the
missing mommal mgsterv? See story
on page 9.

A westem swamp tortoise
(Pseudemydura umbrina| Could this
be one of the last to be photographed?
Not if CALM', ten-lear recouery plon
succeeds. See page 28 for details.
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An uncommon dragor, Caimaniops
amphiboluriodes inhabits mulg a
shrubs. Mang other dragon lizards
orefeA horsher habltats such as rock-
pttes CnA Sqlt lqEelDeAs. Jee paQe 51.
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flt kkelbeds. See page 51.

Cmtral netted dragon (Ctenophorus
inermis), one of the more than 60
species of dragon lizard that inhabit
the arid and semi-arid parts of
Austrolia. The acute eAesight and
swiftness of dragon lizards are essential
in order to auoid predators and to
capture food. See page 51.

I ustrated bg Philiwa Nikulinsky
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